
 
 
 
 
 

Information Circular IC06-166 
 

To:  Members and Member Firms 
 
From:  CBOE Help Desk 
 
Date: November 29, 2006 
 
Re: NYSE Change in Minimum Time Between Indications and Openings/Reopenings  
 
The SEC recently approved a rule change for the NYSE to shorten the minimum time 
periods between an indication quote and an opening or reopening of an NYSE security. 
 

1. Delayed Openings – Previously, the NYSE required at least ten minutes between 
the first indication and the opening of the stock, and where there was more than 
one indication, a minimum of five minutes to elapse after the last indication, 
provided in all cases that at least ten minutes had elapsed since the first indication.   
Now, the minimums are three minutes after the first indication and one minute 
after the last indication, provided that the minimum of three minutes have elapsed 
since the first indication.   
 

2. Reopening After a Stock Halt During the Trading Day – Previously, the 
NYSE required at least five minutes between the first indication and the 
reopening of trading, and a minimum of three minutes to elapse after the last 
indication, provided that at least five minutes had elapsed since the first 
indication. Now, the minimums are three minutes after the first indication and one 
minute after the last indication, provided that a minimum of three minutes has 
elapsed since the first indication. 

 
3. Reopening After a Stock Halt Due to Equipment Changeovers – 

Previously, the NYSE could not reopen a stock until five minutes after the 
equipment changeover. Further, if a significant order imbalance or regulatory 
condition occurred during the halt, the nature of the halt would be changed and 
notice of this change would be disseminated, and at least ten minutes would be 
required after the first indication of the new halt condition. Now, the minimums 
are one minute after an equipment changeover, and three minutes after an 
equipment changeover during which a significant order imbalance or regulatory 
condition develops. 

 
Questions about this circular should be addressed to Kerry Winters at 312-786-7312. 
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